Antihydrogen atoms are routinely formed at the Antiproton Decelerator at CERN in a wide range of Rydberg states. To perform precision measurements, experiments rely on ground state antimatter atoms which are currently obtained only after spontaneous decay. In order to enhance the number of atoms in ground state, we propose and assess the efficiency of different methods to stimulate their decay. At first, we investigate the use of THz radiation to simultaneously couple all n-manifolds down to a low lying one with sufficiently fast spontaneous emission toward ground state. We further study a deexcitation scheme relying on state-mixing via microwave and/or THz light and a coupled (visible) deexcitation laser. We obtain close to unity ground state fractions within a few tens of µs for a population initiated in the n = 30 manifold. Finally, we study how the production of antihydrogen atoms via stimulated radiative recombination can favourably change the initial distribution of states and improve the overall number of ground-state atoms when combined with the stimulated deexcitation proposed.
I. INTRODUCTION
After decades of technical developments, antihydrogen atoms are now routinely formed at CERN's Antiproton Decelerator (AD) complex [1] . The AD currently hosts five antihydrogen experiments aiming at precisely measuring physical properties of this anti-atom for stringent tests of the combined Charge-Parity-Time (CPT) symmetry and a first direct measurement of the effect of the gravitational force on antimatter. In this quest, a plurality of experimental approaches has emerged. Anti-atoms are either trapped in magnetic fields for in-situ measurements [2, 3] or form a beam which is extracted away from the formation region into a quasi field-free environment [4] [5] [6] . In both cases, antihydrogen atoms in groundstate are needed to perform the intended measurements. They are however formed, in the vast majority of cases 1 , in highly excited states. Indeed, the main formation mechanisms are the so-called three-body-recombination (3BR) in which two positrons and an antiproton take part in the formation process (the additional positron carrying away the excess energy) and the so-called chargeexchange (CE) mechanism where a positronium atom (Ps: a bound-state formed by an electron and a positron) in an excited state releases its positive charge to the antiproton and the remaining electron carries away the energy excess. The first mechanism is a "quasi-continuous" process which takes place as long as the two charged particle species can be maintained in interaction (typically several hundreds of milliseconds [7] ) and produces a wide distribution of highly excited Rydberg atoms in all substates [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . The CE mechanism can lead to a pulsed 1 The GBAR experiment, a new experiment at the AD, is relying on a process that should form quasi ground state atoms formation controlled by the laser-excitation time of the Ps atoms. In the CE mechanism, the distribution of the principal quantum number n of the formed antihydrogen atoms is in part determined by the one of the Ps. Typically, experimental values around n ∼ 30 are targeted [13] [14] [15] , but with a wide distribution of substates. In summary, both formation processes form highly excited anti-atoms with a broad distribution of all (l, m) angular momenta. If we assume a statistical distribution of states, the high angular momentum states, which are the most populated levels, have radiative lifetimes toward ground-state of several tens of milliseconds. Experiments trapping antihydrogen atoms in magnetic traps can hold onto the atoms for much longer times and are thus able to gather ground-state atoms for measurements by spontaneous radiative decay [16] [17] [18] . Those measurements are however limited by the number of antihydrogen atoms which can be trapped owing to the large difference between their formation and trappable temperatures. In contrast to trap experiments, those relying on a beam of antihydrogen atoms cannot afford to wait for spontaneous deexcitation of the formed antihydrogen atoms to perform the measurements. Even at state-of-the-art formation temperatures of ∼50 K [2] , yet to be demonstrated in a beam, typical velocities are of the order of 1000 ms −1 implying that an antihydrogen atom will travel several meters before reaching ground-state which leads to high losses via annihilations on the walls of the formation apparatus. Therefore, it is highly necessary that a stimulated deexcitation takes place at the moment of formation to quickly populate the ground-state level. In a previous publication [19] we have dealt with the case of pulsed deexcitation which can only be applied to pulsed CE formation. The proposed mechanism could achieve deexcitation to ground state in a sub-µs timescale, but suffered from a caveat that was overseen by the authors. Here, we thus correct this article and develop the case of a continuous deexcitation applicable also to the 3BR case.
As studied in Ref. [20] , the mere use of a laser to drive the deexcitation of antihydrogen atoms in a pure magnetic field is not efficient because it does not address the mostpopulated high angular momentum states. We thus propose in this work to first mix the states via THz and/or microwave radiation which leads to a reduced lifetime of Rydberg atoms and also allows for dedicated stimulated deexcitation mechanisms to be implemented. We first lay down in §II the important background considerations and assumptions made for the simulations of the atomic processes. We then investigate how to efficiently and rapidly bring the atoms to ground-state by stimulating inter-n-manifold atomic transitions toward low lying n levels and intra-n-manifold transitions in the microwave frequency range. In both cases, the idea is to couple the distribution of states present after the antihydrogen formation to either low magnetic quantum number m states that have short lifetimes or/and low n manifolds exhibiting high spontaneous rates as well. The main principles are discussed using a generic model. The results of a full simulation are provided in §III. Finally, in §IV, we discuss the gain of combining the proposed deexcitation schemes with an antihydrogen production via stimulated radiative recombination. A summary of all the processes investigated is given in Fig. 1 .
II. GENERAL PRINCIPLES

A. General assumptions
In the following, we will assume the antihydrogen atoms to be formed in a statistical distribution of states around the principal quantum number n = 30 in a ∼ 1 T magnetic field. Typically, experiments relying on CE reaction will target such n and magnetic field values, but the 3BR formation mechanism forms higher states in large quantities. However, in the standard experimental configurations, fields in few kV/m range at the edge of the antiproton plasma would ionize the antihydrogen atoms with roughly n > 50 [7, 21, 22] so that outside of the few mm formation region, much higher Rydberg states are not present. The results presented in this manuscript are therefore valid for the proportion of the atoms formed around n = 30 and lower, but the general considerations can be applied to higher states as an approximation as long as they fulfill the criterion n 40 7 < B 1 T −2 , that is when the diamagnetic energy is small compared to the energy spacing between consecutive n-manifolds (i. e. below the n-mixing regime). In this inter-l-mixing regime other approximate quantum numbers (related to the Runge-Lenz vector) can be defined and n can still be considered to be an approximately good quantum number [23] [24] [25] . However, for higher n states, excitation to higher manifolds and eventually ionization will play a larger role reducing the efficiency of the method proposed. We discuss in §II D the mechanisms at play. In this manuscript, we treat the case of atoms in the presence of a pure magnetic field. In most experimental conditions however an additional electric field is present to hold the charged particles. This small additional field (typically ∼ 10 V/cm) can lead to a perturbation of the states [26] [27] [28] . A complete study of the combined magnetic and electric field effects is outside the scope of this paper, but in general it will create an additional mixing [19] which is beneficial to the deexcitation goal, but will also induce potential losses through new excitation channels.
In the presence of a pure magnetic field the magnetic quantum number m (and parity) remains exactly defined since we neglect spin-orbit effects that are considered to be negligible for fields B 1 T n 3 > 24 [23] . Thus, to obtain energy levels and transition dipoles from a state i to j as well as the required bandwidths to drive such transitions, we diagonalize the full Hamiltonian matrix
for each set of (n, m) states. E i is the zero-field energy and the matrix elements H Q ij = i|r 2 sin 2 Θ|j are given in usual polar coordinates r and Θ by [29, 30] . The field-free l states are now labeled by an index k (with |m| ≤ k < n) according to the magnitude of diamagnetic interaction. The fact that m is a good quantum number is important because we can investigate m-manifolds separately. For instance, we can separate the linear Zeeman effect from the diamagnetic term and thus illustrate the energy spread of (k, m) sublevels due to the sole diamagnetic term. Fig. 2 indicates, for example, the diamagnetic spread for the n = 20 manifold where transitions between the states are illustrated as lines between the levels with a thickness that scales with the strength of the dipole squared. Since in a magnetic field l is not a good quantum number anymore, the only selection rule is ∆m = 0, ±1 which results in a mixing of angular momenta visible primarily at low m. Given the broadband and thus incoherent nature of the light used for stimulating the decay, we use rate equations to simulate the atomic processes. As motivated in §II D, ionization through off-resonance transitions generated by the THz, microwave or laser light used for deexcitation is small in the range of powers and frequencies used, but excitation to n > 30 states has a significant impact on the results. In §II to §III we consider antihydrogen atoms which have left their formation region and are therefore not anymore subject to collisions with the dense plasma of antiprotons and positrons. In §IV we will treat the case of formation and deexcitation within the plasma.
B. Spontaneous decay
In beam experiments, it is reasonable to target a deexcitation to ground-state in a few tens of µs so that the atoms formed in a typical cloud size of 1 mm and average velocities of ∼ 1000 ms −1 do not expand more than the original charged particle trap's size (typically of a few cm radius) before they reach ground-state. In a field-free region the spontaneous lifetime of a (n, l, m) state (with |m| ≤ l < n) can be approximated by [31] τ n,l ≈ n 30
The result is also a good approximation for the presently treated case with n ∼ 30 and in a 1 T magnetic field environment [32] showing that for high (n, m) states, the spontaneous lifetime is several orders of magnitude too high to allow for a rapid enough population of the ground-state following the atoms' formation. Fig. 3 shows the binding energy of antihydrogen Rydberg levels as a function of m in a magnetic field of 1 T. Given the electric dipole transition selection rules, only transitions with ∆m = 0, ±1 are allowed. That implies that for states with maximal magnetic moments, the only possible inter-manifold transitions toward ground-state are those with ∆n = −1 meaning that all such transitions are necessarily involved when decaying to ground state (see §III A). The frequencies of these transitions (see Fig. 4a ) range for linearly polarized light from over 7.5 THz for n = 10 → 9 to 0.26 THz for n = 30 → 29. The σ ± -transition frequencies are detuned from these values by approximately ±14 GHz/T, which is the linear Zeeman shift µ B B for ∆m = ±1, where µ B is the Bohr magneton. The triangle markers in Fig. 4a indicate the n → n − 1 transition bandwidths in order to ensure a coverage of the energy shift of all addressed k states for a given light polarization. In a 1 T magnetic field this leads to linewidths from 0.5 GHz for n = 10 to 53.1 GHz for n = 30.
C. Energy levels and transitions in Rydberg antihydrogen
Intra-manifold ∆n = 0 transitions are indicated in Fig. 3 by curly arrows. Among those, the ∆m = 0 transitions are purely diamagnetic thus the transitions (a) Inter-n-manifold transition frequencies and bandwidths frequencies are small and the bandwidth of the light to address all ∆m = 0 transitions within a given n-manifold is given by the spread of the (k, m) sublevels corresponding for n = 20, for example, to 5.6 GHz (cf. Fig. 2 ). For ∆m = ±1, the linear Zeeman term (∼ 14 GHz) adds up to the transition frequency and the bandwith equals roughly twice the ∆m = 0 bandwith until n ∼ 25 where the diamagnetic shift starts to exceed µB, resulting in a constant frequency shift of 14 GHz between the π and σ ± polarizations (cf. Fig. 4b ). For π (σ ± ) polarized light, the bandwidths range from 0.31 GHz (0.62 GHz) for n = 10 to 28.4 GHz (42.4 GHz) for n = 30.
D. Excitation and Ionization
Excitation and ionization processes set a limit to the light frequencies and corresponding intensities which can be used to deexcite the cloud of antihydrogen atoms. The light used to drive ∆n = −1 transitions can lead to excitation to higher levels. The insert in Fig. 4a shows the coverage of the 30 → 31, 31 → 32 etc. transitions by the bandwidth (illustrated by the gray area between the minimum and maximum frequencies required to drive the transitions between the n = 30 and n = 29 manifolds) of the light used to drive the 30 → 29 transitions. It illustrates that light with ∼ 50 GHz spectral linewidth at ∼ 0.26 THz can potentially drive population up to n = 35. With the same mechanism, contributions from the 29 → 28, 28 → 27 etc. transitions will also add up, but given that the bandwidth gets smaller and the level spacing gets larger this effect becomes rapidly negligible so that it is sufficient to illustrate it with the 30 → 29 transitions. On the contrary, the effect becomes rapidly larger for higher n. This shows that n ∼ 30 is close to an optimum which maximizes the number of states addressed in the initial distribution of antihydrogen while keeping the losses via excitation at a reasonable level. In the following simulations, we consider n = 30 as the highest state targeted. The effect of excitation to n > 30 levels is taken into account in the simulation and mainly leads to a longer deexcitation time compared to when excitation is neglected. THz frequencies necessary to drive low ∆n = −1 transitions can couple high n-manifolds to the continuum. The ionization thresholds for antihydrogen Rydberg atoms lie around 3.7 THz for n = 30, 2.1 THz for n = 40 and 1.3 THz for n = 50 corresponding roughly to ∆n = −1 transition frequencies of n = 13, 15 and 20. To evaluate the effect of photoionization we use, for a given n-manifold, the extra photon energy E = κ 2 R y = hω − R y /n 2 above the ionization threshold where R y is the Rydberg energy and calculate the photoionization cross-sections. We use the field-free wavefunctions for the continuum which can be justified by the fact that the thermal spread ∼ k B T is larger than the energy of the cyclotron frequencyheB/m. Thus, this tends to smear out the Landau quantization of the cyclotron frequency in the continuum (the bottleneck arises at a temperature below 1.3 K per Tesla) [10] . Furthermore, for this estimation of the photoionization effect we use an averaged cross section, assuming unpolarized light, defined by σ κ n,m = n−1 l=|m| σ κ,l+1 n,l +σ κ,l−1 n,l 2l+1 from each (n, m) level toward the continuum. This is similar to the assumption of a full k (or l) mixing (as done in the appendix §A 5). Formulae for σ κ,l n,l are given in [19] . We implement ionization rates Γ κ n,m = Ī hω σ κ n,m for the entire set of intensities I and frequencies ω used (all the ones driving ∆n = −1 transitions from n = 30 down to low n states). We find that, in the treated case, the ionization does not play a significant role even when using a total light intensity of 500 W/m 2 (corresponding to the highest total intensity used in the simulation) which is comparable to the intensity emitted by a blackbody source at 300 K. Ref. [33] studied the effect of a 300 K blackbody spectrum on hydrogen in n = 30 and 0 ≤ |m| ≤ 15 states and showed that ∼ 15 % of the atomic sample is ionized in 100 µs, a result also confirmed in [34] . We propose to use comparable intensities as present in the THz part of the 300 K blackbody spectrum to drive low n transitions. However, the investigated time scales are a few tens of µs during which the population is, in addition to this, rapidly driven toward low n states that couple less to the continuum. Finally, treating states with higher m values, for which the ionization cross section is small, contributes as well to minimizing the ionization rate. In the following simulations we thus take into account the ionization process, but, as expected from the above considerations, it does not significantly impact the results presented.
Frequencies in the microwave region to stimulate ∆n = 0 transitions can also lead to photoionization. Microwave ionization can be a complex process with multiple (non-) adiabatic crossings, multi-photon processes, Anderson's localization scenario, etc. [35, 36] . It is therefore out of the scope of this article to study this process in detail. However, given the ratio of the n to n + 1 level spacing and the microwave frequencies (and bandwidths) required to drive the intra-manifold transitions, several photons would be required to excite to higher manifolds which makes it a negligible process. Another coupling to the continuum can be achieved by cascade if a strong electric field couples n and n + 1 levels by Stark mixing [29] . With such a field, all other higher levels will also be coupled culminating in ionization. In a magnetic field-free environment, a field near the Inglis-Teller one 7 kV/cm(n/30) −5 would thus be sufficient to ionize the atoms. This would correspond for n = 30 to a microwave power of ∼ 10 5 W/m 2 which is several orders of magnitude higher than the needed intensity discussed in §III B and §III C. Even though the limit will be somewhat lower in a magnetic field because the n and n + 1 manifolds are closer in energy to each other, we neglect the effect of multi-photon processes and ionization by microwave radiation for the mixing mechanism studied here and additionally note that we will illustrate the mechanism using microwave sources covering the entire spread caused by the diamagnetic term (see Fig. 2 ), but that several optimizations can be done based on light polarization or the selection of a small number of states.
E. Generic model
We propose in this manuscript to couple a large number of Rydberg quantum states (typically a few thousand) to fast spontaneously decaying levels. The key points when driving several states to few short-lived final ones is that the population transfer between the states has to happen faster than the dissipative process (that is the spontaneous decay) and ideally at the same rate since the slowest rate will always constitute a bottleneck. It is thus desirable to establish equal stimulated rates in order to reach a steady state (i.e. equipopulate all involved levels) as fast as possible. Coupling an initial population of N Rydberg states that have lifetimes of the order of τ N ∼ ms to a number of target levels N with an average deexcitation time to ground state of t GS N τ N leads to a total deexcitation time t deex of
It is implicitly assumed here that the cascade from n to n is dominated by the stimulated channel with spontaneous rates neglected. Despite this approximation, Eq. 3 gives a very helpful first insight on the characteristic deexcitation time. The estimation of the time to decay to ground state t GS N is not obvious because of the many involved exponential decays which lead to different behaviours at short and long times. Making use of Eq. 2 and averaging over the decay times, we find: 5 which is over-estimating the decay time because it is dominated by long-lived circular states. If instead we assume the (k, m) sub-levels to be mixed and average on the rates we find a scaling t GS N ∼ 2 µs × (n /10) 4.5 [19] . Both approaches yield similar results in particular for low n . Thus, if for example the 20 ≤ n ≤ 30 ∼ 7000 levels are coupled to the n = 3 manifold that decays to ground state in ∼ 10 ns, the characteristic deexcitation time will be of the order of t deex ∼ 8 µs. This has to be compared to the ∼ 100 ns which were found in [19] using a single broadband laser driving the 20 ≤ n ≤ 30 population to n = 3. There, it was assumed that the initial distribution of states which was fully (m, k) mixed by an appropriate choice of electric and magnetic field values and relative orientation could be treated as a single steady state. The considerations above show that this is not a valid assumption. In order to correct the results of Ref. [19] , we solved the set of rate equations for all mixed (n, m 1 , m 2 ) levels with 20 ≤ n ≤ 30 under the presence of the optimum electric and magnetic field values found in [19] and implement laser stimulated rates to the n = 3 manifold that decays spontaneously to ground state. We found that ∼ 60% of the atoms with an initial statistical distribution in the 20 ≤ n ≤ 30 manifolds are brought to ground state within 10 µs which is in good agreement with the considerations and the generic model presented above.
III. STIMULATED DEEXCITATION AND MIXING
A. THz stimulated deexcitation and mixing
The first investigated technique to accelerate the decay toward the ground state consists in using THz light to stimulate all ∆n = ±1 transitions between an initial n manifold down to a manifold n from where the spontaneous emission is fast enough. As mentioned earlier, driving these transitions allows to address high m states for which ∆n = −1 are the only possible transitions toward lower states. These high angular momentum states are particularly important in the context of a fast stimulated deexcitation since they are incidentally the states with the longest lifetimes and highest population probability. Since the exact distribution of states is experimentally not known [8, 9] , the choice of an initial distribution to present the simulation results can be somewhat arbitrary. However, it is worth noting that, in the deexcitation process, all transitions n → n − 1 of the cascade have to be driven simultaneously (and not sequentially) in order to avoid a mere population exchange between the levels. Therefore, the fact that all such frequencies are present, allows us to estimate the efficiency of the processes by restricting the initial distribution to a single manifold (typically n = 30) to better highlight the dynamics of the THz-induced deexcitation and mixing mechanisms. As mentioned previously, n = 30 was found to be close to the highest state which can efficiently be targeted with this method. In the case of a broader initial population below n = 30, the performance will, in general, improve because there is no need to deexcite the population anymore. In such a case the states need to be merely coupled to each other to retain equipopulation.
In order to extract the power needed for the deexcitation and the efficiency of the method, we simulate the atomic system under consideration by implementing all spontaneous and stimulated rates between all (n, k, m) levels into a complex set of rate equations. We solve the rate equations for states up to the n = 35 manifold (motivated in §II D) in order to take into account excitation processes. The simulation considers unpolarized light ( 1 3 σ + , 1 3 σ − and 1 3 π). The presence of different polarizations is key since, for example, under pure π polarized light, no m mixing would occur and thus states with high m values would never be stimulated to decay. The dynamic of the simulation is not only influenced by the THz power used but also by the n dependence of the power required to drive the n → n − 1 transition, that is, how the total power is distributed among the transitions addressed. We simulated three different scalings: a flat scaling corresponding to an equal distribution of the power among the different transitions, a linear increase scaling where more power is distributed to low n with a slope such that the final n + 1 → n transitions are driven with an intensity 100 times stronger than the initial n = 30 → 29 transitions, and finally a linear decrease where higher power is distributed to high n with the same slope as for the previous scaling. The motivation behind the choice of those different scalings lies in the previous observation that a steady state where all involved rates Γ are equal is desirable. From
where Γ L is the spectral bandwidth of the light, we see that the light intensity I to drive a n → n − 1 transition scales with the inverse of the square of the effective transition dipole, d 2 eff , and is proportional to the bandwidth of the light source. The effective dipole reflects the behaviour of the sum of the many dipoles between different states of the n and n = n − 1 manifolds. d 2 eff can be estimated as the average of the squared dipoles between all sub-states of the n and n−1 manifold
The choice of d eff is not unique, but in all cases we found that d 2 eff scales roughly as n 4 . Fig. 4a indicates that Γ L scales as n 4 as well. Thus, a flat scaling of the power appears to be a reasonable choice. The linear increase scaling will provide more power toward low n transitions which are harder to drive while the linear decrease scaling will provide less power to those transitions, but significantly more at high n which should result in a good and fast mixing of the high (n, m) states which are the longest lived ones. Fig. 5 shows the obtained ground state fraction as a function of time for different n values and the three different THz intensity scalings. Stimulating transitions down to lower n results in a faster deexcitation, as shown already by Eq. 3. After 50 µs the ground state population is by a factor 2 larger for the n = 5 than for to the n = 10 case. However, driving more transitions requires a higher total light intensity, which is in this case an order of magnitude higher for n = 5 than for n = 10.
Comparing Fig. 5a and 5b shows that the flat and linear increase scalings provide sensibly the same results. However, the linear decrease scaling, Fig. 5c , is significantly worse which indicates that mixing the states in the high n manifolds toward low m states which exhibit fast spontaneous rates is not sufficient to obtain good results if the low n transitions are not driven fast enough. Additionally, higher power at high n also leads to a decreased performance due to the enhanced excitation mechanism to manifolds with n > 30. The simulations showed that close to 80 % of the atoms initially distributed in the n = 30 can be brought to ground states within 50 µs with total intensities of the order of ∼ 200 W/m 2 . However, since the proposed mechanism couples all states between n = 35 and n = 5, the atoms initially populating those states will also be deexcited leading to an even higher total number of atoms in ground state. The exact fraction achievable and the possible power scaling optimizations depend on the particular initial state distribution, but given the versatility of the proposed technique, the targeted parameters can easily be adapted to different experimental conditions.
To achieve the best efficiency in the presently studied case, one needs to drive 25 (from n = 30 to n = 5) sharp transitions which is not straight-forward to real-
FIG. 5. Ground state (GS) fraction as a function of time for
THz stimulated decay toward different n -manifold and with different light intensity scalings. The population is initiated with a statistical distribution of (m, k) states in the n = 30 manifold. Unpolarized THz light, with linewidths covering the level broadening given in Fig. 4a , stimulates ∆n = ±1 transitions down to n = 5 (left column) and n = 10 (right column). We implement in the first line a flat intensity scaling, i.e. every ∆n = −1 transition is driven with the same intensity. The second (respectively third) line shows the results for a linear increase (respectively decrease) scaling resulting in a 100 times more light intensity at the high (respectively low) n transitions. The light intensities (I in units of W/m 2 ) indicated in the graphs are the total intensities over all stimulated ∆n = −1 transitions.
ize experimentally in particular with the total output power indicated by the simulation. Several options are nevertheless possible. For the application foreseen we found that a photomixer, which converts the output of two continuous-wave (cw) light sources with adjacent frequencies ν i and ν j into cw THz radiation at exactly the difference frequency ν i − ν j , seems to be a good choice to generate that many frequencies [37] especially since the multi-frequency input laser light can be produced using pulse shaping from a single broadband laser source [38] [39] [40] [41] . We have hence investigated what results can be obtained by an off-the-shelf photomixer which was already tested on a beam of Rydberg Caesium and successfully demonstrated the stimulated deexcitation of the atoms [34, 42] . The output power of such devices is in the mW range at ∼ 200 GHz, but drastically decreases toward the higher frequency region [43] such that it becomes unfit to the purpose for n < 15. However, photomixers can be an attractive solution in cases where n can be chosen relatively high as in beam experiments where a long flight path separates the formation from the measurement region. In that case it can be shown that with typical powers the ground state fraction can be improved right after formation by a factor ∼ 2. Since it additionally spreads the initial distribution in n = 30 toward lower lying n manifolds within a few µs it results in a very significant gain of ground state atoms after spontaneous decay throughout the flight time toward the measurement region.
B. Microwave stimulated mixing
We saw that the flat scaling that homogeneously distributes the power among the ∆n = ±1 transitions is relatively efficient, but requires high total THz powers, and that a linear decrease scaling, which could potentially be more efficient in mixing the m states of the high n-manifolds, leads instead to losses through excitation. A potential improvement could hence be to reduce the THz power to a level that might still be enough to deexcite the population, but insufficient to mix the intra-manifold levels, and to add microwave radiation to mix the (m, k) levels instead. This would have the advantage to avoid ionization and excitation and be experimentally easy to implement since ∆n = 0 transition dipoles are large and powerful microwave sources exist. The optimal microwave power scaling to efficiently transfer the population between the energy levels of a given n-manifold is complex to determine (see all transitions in Fig. 2 ). Thus, we performed the simulations by implementing single unpolarized broadband sources with a large bandwidth covering the entire n-manifold. The simulations however showed that the addition of microwaves was only marginally increasing the ground state fraction (sub 5% level) highlighting that the bottleneck, in this scheme, resides in accessing low n-states as was already suggested by the comparisons of n = 5 and n = 10 and the flat and linear decrease scalings in Fig. 5 . For particular experimental conditions the optimal choice might still be the use of microwave light. In the case of CE production for example, where the principal quantum number distribution can be small and well controlled, a scheme relying on the sole use of microwaves to mix the angular momenta coupled to a laser (cf. §III C) can be a very promising choice.
C. Laser stimulated deexcitation
The coupling of a large number of states with microwave and THz light to efficiently mix and deexcite an initial population of Rydberg antihydrogen atoms, as studied in §III A and §III B, is particularly interesting as it can address a large distribution of states up to n ∼ 35. However, to be fast and efficient (< 50 µs), Eq. 3 indicates that low-lying n states, that rapidly decay spontaneously, need to be reached which requires the generation of a large number of frequencies (typically ∼ 20) in the range of a few mW per transition which remains experimentally challenging at frequencies > 1 THz [43] . An alternative can be the coupling of the aforementioned scheme, restricted to a few initially populated levels, to a laser which can drive the mixed population, for instance, toward the n = 3 manifold where levels have a spontaneous lifetimes of the order of 10 ns. The 2p state with a lifetime of 1.6 ns may as well be targeted and would lead in theory to better results, but large power at this UV wavelength (368 nm from n = 20) is much more challenging to reach than for the 840 nm wavelength from n = 20 to n = 3.
We simulated this scheme by solving, like before, the rate equations for all (n, k, m) levels up to n = 35 in a magnetic field of 1 T. The population is initiated in the n = 30 manifold. As stressed before, the experimental distribution of states is not precisely known. Therefore, in order to take into account several possible initial distributions, we present results for n = 20 (left column) and n = 25 (right column) in Fig. 6 .
In the first line, we investigate the required laser intensities when equipopulating the n to n levels with a THz intensity of 200 W/m 2 which is rather high, but originates from the necessary repopulation of the n levels that are coupled to the laser at a rate which is of the same order as the laser deexcitation rates. We treat the case of a broadband laser where all sublevels of the n = 3 manifold are coupled to the Rydberg state distribution. With a choice of 500 MHz (FWHM for a Lorentzian spectrum) all states in the n = 3-manifold are coupled to at least one level in the n = 20 or n = 25-manifold. Since the transitions in question have similar dipoles and the n -manifold is constantly equipopulated, the plot is generic and other linewidth choices will simply scale the power. The laser intensities indicated are in the range of kW for a typical cm 2 spot and could be produced by cavity-enhanced or pulsed lasers. Photoionization at those wavelengths is small [19] .
The second line in Fig. 6 shows the obtained ground state fraction for a given laser and different THz intensities. The previously chosen 200 W/m 2 is close to the saturation limit. However, lowering the THz intensity rather quickly decreases the performance.
Consequently, we show in the third line how microwaves can compensate for the losses introduced by a reduced THz intensity. Indeed, once a laser drives the population to low n , the bottleneck does not anymore reside in the deexcitation via THz, but rather in the fast repopulation of the states depopulated by the laser; in that case the additional use of microwaves can be useful. We see that 60% of the atoms can be brought to ground state with a much lower THz intensity of 10 W/m 2 when adding microwave radiation. The required microwave power is comparatively small (total intensities of the order of 20 W/m 2 ) and can be easily available in an experiment. For simplicity, we implemented a flat microwave scaling.
We conclude that for the given cases close to unity ground state fractions can be reached even faster than in the previous scheme if the THz transitions are limited to only five frequencies at the expense of a larger laser intensity driving, in that case, the n = 25 → n = 3 transitions. With this particular implementation an initial distribution of states between n = 35 and n = 25 can be addressed. Lowering the THz power can be to some extend compensated by adding microwaves. However, the inter-manifold mixing remains crucial.
IV. STIMULATED RADIATIVE RECOMBINATION WITHIN THE e + -p PLASMA
A. Collisional mixing
In the previous sections we have assumed that the antihydrogen atoms formed have moved out of the plasma. However, within typically ∼1 µs (plasma radius of ∼1 mm and antihydrogen velocities of ∼1000 m/s), the formed atoms are still contained within the plasma where they encounter collisions with positrons and antiprotons. Collisions have been suggested to be efficient in mixing the (n, k, m) states [11, [44] [45] [46] . The antihydrogen atoms in the plasma are exposed to a Stark effect produced by the electric field E which is created by the other particles present (positrons, antiprotons). We will see below that the dominant effect is produced by the collisions with the fast positrons. The electric field is given by E ∼ e 2 /4πε 0 R 2 where R is the distance between the charged particles and the Rydberg antihydrogen atom. State changing arises when the Stark shift (∼ n 2 E in atomic units) reaches the energy separation between the initial and final states having different n, k or m quantum numbers. Because, for n ∼ 30 and below, the n levels are well separated in energy, the n changing collisions require a rather large electric field to be efficient. Thus, we can consider the produced Stark effect to be dominant over the Zeeman effect. Hence, the n mixing rate will be well approximated by the magnetic field-free case, so with a collisional rate for the n → n deexcitation of the order of 10 −6 cm 3 /s T e + 10 K −0.17 n 6.66 /n 5 [47] [48] [49] [50] . Therefore, for a 10 K positron plasma at a density of 10 8 cm −3 , and n ∼ n ∼ 30, the n-mixing will be of the order of several tens of microseconds and so will be negligible within the 1 µs time scale of the presence of the antihydrogen within the plasma. The mixing achieved is of course dependent on the details of the plasma and we note that other parameters (for example long and dense plasmas) may enhance the effect [11, 51] . Mixing m and k levels require much smaller fields than for the n manifolds, thus the electric field present in the plasma can lead to a sensible effect [29] . The energy separation is of the order of 14 GHz (at 1 T) for m states and only of the order of 100 MHz for k states, as indicated by Fig. 2 . Using the relations above, we thus find that kmixing requires an impact parameter of R ∼ 13 µm that is also, fortuitously, the value for the typical (Wigner-Seitz) inter-particle distance
. For the mmixing, we find R ∼ 1 µm that is incidentally very close to the value for the classical distance of closest approach in positron-positron Coulomb scattering e 2 4πε0k B T . In all cases, the mixing collisions arise with impact parame-ters R much larger than the antihydrogen Rydberg size ∼ n 2 × 0.05 nm which justifies our simple treatment of the Stark effect. The efficiency of the level crossing is harder to estimate. However, a simple Landau-Zener model indicates that the level crossing should be efficient because the collisional time R/v, estimated using the typical v = k B T /m ∼ 10 4 m/s positron velocity, is comparable with the frequency spacing at crossing that is the Rabi frequency nkm|er.E(R(t))|nk m /h. In conclusion, a reasonable estimate of the collisional mixing rate is n e + πR 2 v. Therefore, within the plasma, we find collisional rates of the order of several tens of microseconds for n-mixing, of a few per microsecond for m-mixing and almost one per nanosecond for k-mixing. During the microsecond traveling time of the antihydrogen within the plasma, we will thus, for simplicity, neglect n-mixing as well as m-mixing (since it will, at best, only be partial), but will assume a complete mixing of the k states.
B. Stimulated radiative recombination
In the previous sections we have investigated how to couple a large number of levels to other ones which rapidly spontaneously decay to ground-state. Within the plasma, the case of stimulated radiative recombination (srr) where a laser drives a positron from the continuum directly to a bound state, is a very similar process, if we treat the many levels mentioned before as the continuum. Stimulated radiative recombination has already been proposed as an efficient way to form antihydrogen [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] . Following the realization on hydrogen [57, 58] , a stimulated formation of antihydrogen has been attempted using a CO 2 laser down to n = 11, but without success [59] . The invoked explanation involved the competition with the three body recombination (3BR) that populates several (mostly very excited) levels at a rate [44] Γ 3BR ∼ 160 s −1 n e + 10 8 cm 3 2 10 K T 4.5
for non-correlated plasma [60] . We note that experimental rates have been measured to be different under specific plasma conditions [61] .
Theory
In the stimulated radiative recombination case, a laser of frequency ν, irradiance I = I(ν)dν and a waist of 1 mm, to cover the plasma, couples bound states to continuum states with a (positron) energy above ionization threshold: E = κ 2 Ry = hν − Ry/n 2 = 1 2 mv 2 . As studied in more detail in the appendix §A, the standard srr theory, a theory based on the photoassociation analogy, or a simple rate equation model illustrated in Fig. 7 , lead to the same results. The rate equation model is the more general and simpler one which is why it will be used hereafter. When driving several levels j toward level i, the srr rate Γ srr i = j Γ srr j→i competes with the photoionization rate Γ pi i = j Γ pi i→j and the decay rate Γ d i from this level. The decay rate can be due to spontaneous emission, collisions, ejection out of the laser zone, etc. The srr rate between non degenerate levels is Γ srr j→i = N 1 Γ pi i→j , where N 1 = n e + Q −1 T e −E/k B T is the population of one level (summing over the electron spin) in the continuum, with n e + being the positron plasma density and Q T = 2πmk B T h 2 3/2 the translational partition function (∼ 7.6 × 10 16 cm −3 at 10 K). The phase space density n e + Q −1 T , also called the plasma degeneracy parameter, can be seen as the (maximum) population of an individual level in the continuum (the electron spin being summed over). This is the key parameter that ultimately limits the population transfer of continuum states toward the ground state. Whatever mechanism is used (microwave, THz, laser, collisional mixing etc.) to drive the population to the ground state, the maximum population rate per targeted decayed level will be given by Γ a,max single level = n e + Q −1 T Γ d . This optimal association rate toward a single level is reached when the laser is tuned just at resonance (E = 0 so with N 1 maximal). This is a very similar situation to that of the deexcitation of bound levels, the only difference in the rate equations being that the population of the level is not 1/N (one antihydrogen is formed but we do not know in which level), where N is the number of states which are coupled to the short-lived states in the deexcitation case, but n e + Q −1 T ∼ 1.3 × 10 −9 (for numerical values we assume a 10 K positron plasma at density 10 8 cm −3 ). Therefore, if the association/deexcitation is driven to the same fast-decaying final state, the dynamics of the srr will be ∼ 10 −5 times slower than the deexcitation through the coupling of 10000 states (there are for example 7000 states between the n = 30 and n = 20manifolds). As in §III C, a cascade which ends at n = 3 would however lead to a fast Γ d ∼ 1/10 ns −1 . As mentioned before, a stimulated decay down to n = 2 would be even faster and would lead to Γ a,max single level = n e + Q −1
where for numerical values we have used Γ d = 1/1.6 ns −1 .
Simple srr
In the simplest case (as was reported in [59] ) a single laser drives a population from the continuum states toward the levels of the n manifold from which the atoms, by spontaneous decay, eventually reach ground state. As discussed before, given the diamagnetic spread and collisional mixing, we assume a fast and complete k mixing leading to an average of the srr and spontaneous emission rates in a given (n , m ) manifold. The steady state regime in the rate equations leads to a rate toward the ground state (see Eq. A5) of
We deduce that the saturation intensity is reached when the photoionization rate equals the decay rate, but the maximum possible association rates is reached when (for all |m |) Γ pi m = Γ srr m /(N 1 (n − |m |)) Γ d m and then Γ a = N 1 n −1 m =−(n −1) (n − |m |)Γ d m . Useful approximations to estimate the parameters are given in the appendix by Eq. A6 and A7. Because of the 1/|m | scaling of Γ d m only small values of m will dominate. Fortunately, this is also toward these low |m | states that the srr rate (or the photoionization rate Γ pi m ) is the largest (see Fig. 11 in the appendix) thus the laser power required to saturate the srr of low m states is smaller. This is also illustrated in Fig. 8 which indicates the ground state association rate for radiative recombination toward n = 11 or n = 3. These levels have been chosen because powerful lasers at convenient wavelengths (respectively, CO 2 at 11 µm and Ti:Sa at 820 nm) exist. On the contrary to go down to n = 2 would require a UV wavelength (365 nm). Different laser polarizations are possible leading to slightly different results because the number of continuum states that are addressed from a given n manifold is higher for σ ± than for π polarization. However, in order to avoid mixing of m levels, we choose to give results only for π polarization.
In the n = 11 case the saturation power is of the order of 0.3 W/mm 2 which can very easily be reached, but the GS association rates is only of the order of few percent per antiproton per second. On the contrary, in the n = 3 case the saturation power is of the order of 10 kW/mm 2 which is very hard to reach, but the GS rate is of the order of one per antiproton per second. Both are well below the 3BR rates, see Eq. 5, but produce directly ground-state antihydrogen.
Srr followed by stimulated deexcitation
As suggested already by [55] , enhancing the decay Γ d of the populated n = 11 level by creating a stimulated deexcitation cascade down to n = 3 (or n = 2) in order to take advantage of both the higher ground-state rate and the high available laser power seems promising to enhance the prospects of srr formation. We thus investigated in more detail this scheme in order to provide the necessary laser intensities to obtain an optimum ground state formation rate.
Here again the fact that the srr process favors formation of low angular momentum states (see Fig. 11 ) works in favor of this scheme since such levels can be coupled by a laser to lower n levels. Furthermore, the low |m | angular momentum states are the most numerous (degeneracy n − |m |) and, due to the diamagnetic and collisional reshuffling, they all have transitions allowed for deexcitation.
In Fig. 9 we plot the association rate to populate the ground state as a function of the laser powers for the srr step (continuum down to n = 11) as well as for the FIG. 9. Ground state population rate per antiproton as a function of the laser intensity (π polarized) to drive the transition from the continuum to n = 11 (srr step) and then (stimulated step) to n = 3 (top) or n = 2 (bottom). The laser is π polarized with a FWHM bandwidth of 500 MHz. The positron plasma has a density of 10 8 cm −3 and a temperature of 10 K. stimulated step n = 11 → n = 3 or n = 11 → n = 2. Since this last laser has to be able to drive all transitions, we choose a FWHM laser linewidth of 500 MHz that is sufficient to cover the diamagnetic ∼ 500 MHz as well as the ∼ 160 MHz collisional broadening. Assuming, for simplicity, a uniform laser power over all transitions (tophat spectral profile), we can use the fully k-mixed formulae derived in the appendix. Going to n = 3, we see that we can reach a ground-state population rate of the order of 0.8 s −1 per antiproton with laser powers of the order of 10 W for both the srr laser (11 µm) and the stimulated laser (885 nm) which are within experimental reach. Going to n = 2 recovers the association rate given in Eq. 6 which is slightly above the 0.8 s −1 for n = 3, but with a laser power at 377 nm which is 100 W and thus remains difficult to achieve. Nevertheless, the results confirm the initial suggestion by Wolf [55] (which was however made in a field-free environment while we consider the effects of the collisions and diamagnetic mixing) that a two-steps srr process can lead to a significant formation rate of antihydrogen in the ground state. Using two lasers with 10 W power, a rate of the order of ∼ 1 s −1 per antiproton is obtained which means that with the typical 10 6 antiprotons trapped and within a plasma interaction time of a millisecond, roughly 1000 atoms in ground-state can be produced at a time.
Discussions
The high laser intensity required, especially for the single-step srr, can raise the question of using pulsed stimulated radiative recombination that would have also the advantage to produce antihydrogen in a pulsed manner. This can be useful for further manipulations using pulsed fields and for experiments requiring a time-of-flight measurement [62] . Due to the lower duty cycle, the production rate would be smaller, however the saturated power will be very easily reached and direct stimulation down to the 2p-state would be feasible. For a short pulse we can neglect the spontaneous emission terms in the rate equation; the population of a srr level i thus evolves as N 1 (1 − e −Γ pi i t ) leading to saturation when the photoionization equals the laser pulse time. An interesting case can be when the spontaneous emission or stimulated deexcitation depopulates the formed levels of the n -manifold before the arrival of the next laser pulse such that photoionization by the next pulse is avoided. As shown in Eq. (A7), the srr cross sections are negligible for |m | > ∼ 3n 0.7 /2. Thus, a saturation pulsed srr laser can populate ∼ 3n 1.7 levels of the n manifold (among the n 2 available). For instance, every pulsed stimulated decay down to n = 36 (having a convenient wavelength for a CH 3 OH laser at 118.8 mm) will populate almost 1300 levels each of them with population N 1 . Those levels could then be deexcited using the tools developed before with almost an order of magnitude faster dynamic since the initial state is now specifically targeted and thus the number of states populated is smaller than in the usual formation mechanisms.
We finally would like to note that several effects might improve the estimations and results presented above. For example, we have previously neglected the quantization of the cyclotron frequency in the continuum, but in fact (quasi-) Landau resonance, separated by 3/2 the cyclotron frequency, or similar types of ro-vibrating structure are present and could be used to enhance the process by a large factor [23, [63] [64] [65] . Additionally, the three body recombination, in the often quoted experimental conditions, would compete with the srr process and populate several Rydberg n levels [11] . The positron continuum can therefore be seen as being populated down to an energy of ∼ (1 to 4)k B T. Therefore, by detuning all lasers to this bottleneck, the stimulated radiative recombination can be enhanced by a Boltzmann factor of e 1 ∼ 3 ([55] even uses population down to an energy of 4k B T so an enhancement of e 4 ∼ 45). We however note that the pure three-body recombination scales in positron density and temperature as n 2 e + T −4.5 whereas the srr rate scales as n e + Q −1 = n e + T −1.5 so that different experimental conditions would lead to different possible enhancements.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This work addressed the long-standing issue of the deexcitation of antihydrogen atoms formed in Rydberg states to allow measurements of their properties in ground-state. In particular, experiments aiming at forming a beam of antihydrogen atoms require a prompt deexcitation, the lack of which so-far hindered the production of a useful beam. Trap experiments could also benefit from a rapid deexcitation mechanism which could lower the final temperature of the trapped antihydrogen and enhance the trapping efficiency [66] . The presence of high angular momentum states prevents the use of a single laser for this purpose thus we propose to couple, via THz and/or microwave light, a large number of states in the high Rydberg region (around n ∼ 30) which can then be depopulated via a single laser down to low lying states (around n = 3). A key point is that the characteristic deexcitation time is fundamentally limited by the number of states addressed. This observation led to the correction of a previously published [19] result which was neglecting the repopulation of the initial manifold. A final dissipative spontaneous process is required to drive the population down and should be as fast as possible, hence the choice of low-lying end states, the 2p level being the optimal choice to maximize the overall ground-state population rate (but not necessarily the optimal choice in terms of experimental feasibility). Practically, based on the best available information on the antihydrogen level distribution for a given experimental condition, a choice on the manifolds and the number of states addressed would have to be made which in turn would determine the light necessary to couple and deexcite the states and the minimum achievable deexcitation time. The technique described has the advantage to be versatile and therefore applicable to different formation mechanisms (3BR or CE). The coupling of many states also allows to address a larger initial state distribution as present after the 3BR formation process however limited in the high-n region to n ∼ 35 due to losses via excitation and ionization channels. In this article we made the choice of addressing a distribution between the n = 20 and n = 35 manifolds which led to a close to unity deexcitation in ∼ 50 µs which is rapid enough to target the atoms at their formation point if their temperatures are in the few tens of Kelvin range. We note that such µs time scale deexcitation mechanism could provide a time information necessary for time-of-flight-based velocimetry measurements for diagnostics in beam experiments relying on "continuous" formation processes. We showed as well that a stimulated deexcitation coupled to a stimulated recombination formation process can significantly enhance the number of antihydrogen atoms produced in ground-state with reasonable laser powers. The main difference between the srr process and the bound-bound stimulated deexcitation process, is that the initial population of a single state does not anymore inversely scale with the number of states cou-pled to each other via THz or microwave, but is given by the plasma degeneracy parameter (phase space density) 1.3×10 −9 = n + e 10 8 cm −3 T 10 K −1.5 and that this initial population is always refilled by collisions. Therefore, the stimulated and deexcited formation rate per antiproton in the usual optimized conditions for three-body recombination (which can be different when optimizing for a stimulated recombination process) is about two orders of magnitude lower than for 3-body recombination but all atoms are in ground-state at formation compared to the tiny fraction in the case of pure 3-body recombination. We finally note that the antiprotons in the plasma and thus the formed antihydrogen atoms have finite velocities. The Doppler broadening originating from their motion was not taken into account in the manuscript and would lead in general to the use of spectrally broader lasers. Alternatively, deexcitation lasers with sharp linewidths can be used as a velocity selector which can be of interest for the formation of an antihydrogen beam.
Milne relations with photoionization
In a srr process, a laser associates (label (a)) a positron from the continuum level with an antiproton to form a bound level that can be photoionized (label (pi)), decay or be detected (label (d)). The stimulated radiative recombination (srr) rate per antiproton from the single and non degenerate j antiproton state into a bound state i is given by [67] :
where the velocity distribution f (v) will, in our case, be a Maxwellian distribution f (v) = 4πv 2
σ srr j→i is the stimulated radiative recombination cross section (because stimulated recombination is a three-body process, it has the dimension of the square of a surface) and I = I(ν)dν is the laser irradiance. For a laser of frequency ν there is a relation between ν and v through the positron energy above the ionization threshold: E 0 = κ 2 Ry = hν − Ry/n 2 = 1 2 mv 2 . The laser-induced intra-continuum (free-free) transitions can be neglected [53] and the srr process Γ srr i = j Γ srr j→i toward level i only competes with the spontaneous emission and the reverse photoionization rate from level i being
The photoionization cross sections σ pi , the σ rr one for radiative recombination due to spontaneous emission and σ srr for the stimulated radiative recombination are linked through the detailed balance and microreversibility relation
where, to be more general, we have added g i and g j possible degeneracy numbers (for instance (n , l ) is degenerated 2(2l + 1) times because of the electron spin). These so called Milne's relations can be obtained by equating photoionization and stimulated plus spontaneous emission rates in the Saha-Boltzmann thermal equilibrium (n e + Λ 3 T n 2 e Ry/n 2 k B T ) and under Planck irradiance (where spontaneous emission is a factorn = 1 e hν/k B T −1 smaller than the stimulated one). For non degenerate levels (thus when the electron spin is included) such as i = |n k m m s and j = |Ekmm s (g i = g j = 1), all the previous formulae lead to the fundamental relation
2πmk B T is the thermal de Broglie wavelength.
Rate equations
The association rate is given by the rate to populate the ground state through the decay, at a rate Γ d i , of a level i = |n k m m s that is populated by srr from the continuum states j, but is also photoionized. This leads to the rate equations illustrated in Fig. 7 (left) .
An important assumption of the srr models is that the collisions in the continuum are faster than the srr transfer and that the amount of transfer is negligible. Therefore, the continuum is seen as being in a steady state and the population of individual levels is constant N j = N c . The steady state of the rate equations shows that N i , the population of level i, is constant and Γ a i =
. This leads to N c = n e + Q −1 T e −E0/k B T /2 and Γ srr j→i = N c Γ pi i→j . In summary, the association rate Γ a = g b i=1 Γ a i , or more precisely, the decay measured population into bound states, degenerated g i times, is given by
If we now sum over the electron spin and use the fact that only m s = m s are authorized transitions (π transitions), the formula becomes Γ srr Elm→n l m = 2Γ srr Elmms→n l m ms and so Γ a = N 1 i
with states i, such as |nkm , that do not have anymore the electron spins. The population of each of these continuum states is
Link with photoassociation
An interesting analogy can be done with the microwave or photoassociation process in which two colliding atoms absorb a photon to form a molecule. The advantage of this approach is that a detailed theory has been developed [68] [69] [70] . The photoassociation rate (more precisely the detected rate of the population of the bound level) per antiproton is given, for a narrowband laser of frequency ν, by (using field free notations) Γ a →n l m m s = n e + × 1 hQ T e −E/k B T 1 2 ms lm |S| 2 dE.
Here, n e + is the positron density,
the translational partition function (µ ≈ m is the reduced mass between positron and antiproton) and, for a collision energy E, the S-matrix element is
where we have neglected the light shift. Γ d is the decay (or detection) rate of the bound level (due for example to collision, spontaneous emission, ejection out of the laser zone, etc.). The stimulated rate Γ b toward the bound level |n l m m s is given by Fermi's Golden rulehΓ b = 2π| n l m m s |er.E L /2|Elmm s | 2 for a laser electric field E 2 L = 2I/cε 0 . The absorption rate equals the stimulated emission one Γ pi n l m m s →Elmms = Γ b . If we suppose that the positron continuum is larger than any Lorentzian atomic linewidth, we find that only the collision energy E 0 = κ 2 Ry = hν − Ry/n 2 matters and that the photoassociation rate at resonance is
(A3) This is exactly the rate calculated before (see Eq. A2) which points out the consistency of both methods. The advantage of the photoassociation picture is that it directly incorporates the saturation in the S matrix expression.
Effective fully mixed system
We have seen the consistency between the photoassociation, srr and simple rate equation models. We now extend the simple rate equation model in order to include the collisional mixing and a stimulated emission step from the srr targeted levels. As discussed in §IV A, due to the diamagnetic shift in the presence of a B field and collisions within the plasma, the k levels will be fully mixed whereas n and m will stay rather well defined. We can thus study in an isolated way the srr toward an (n , m ) manifold. It will be coupled to m = m + q levels in the continuum depending on the polarization q of the srr laser. We can also, using a stimulated laser with polarization q , deexcite these levels toward an (n , m ) manifold that spontaneously decays toward the ground state. We illustrated the rate equations in Fig. 7 (right) using the notation given in Fig. 10 .
The srr rate is given by Γ srr j→i = j γ 1;i,j N 1,j which leads to the following rate equations:
The decay rate γ 3;p from the (n , m ) manifold is not the decay rate directly toward the ground state, but since eventually the entire population will reach the ground state after another cascade this will also be the rate of population of the ground state (N 4 ). The collisional rate γ coll (typically one per nanosecond for the k-mixing) being much faster than any other rate, we chose to have the same notation for the collisional rate within the i and j states. Indeed, the net result is that a quasi stationary state is reached with an equidistribution between the states (N 2,i = N 2,i and N 3,p = N 3,p ). We will note the population of individual levels (summed over the electron spin) as: N 1 = n e + Q −1 T e −E0/k B T for the continuum, N 2 (that equals all N 2,i ) for the (n , m ) manifold (with degeneracy n 2 = n − |m |) and N 3 (that equals all N 3,p ) for the (n , m ) manifold (with degeneracy n 3 = n −|m |). By summing over i and p we obtain, for an evolution which is slower than the collisional rates, the following rate equations: This simple formula restores all results found in this article (also in the case of stimulated deexcitation of bound levels since the srr is mainly a stimulated decay from levels that have N 1 population whereas for bound levels N 1 = 1/N , N being the number of states coupled to each other. The additional difference is that the initial levels of the srr are always repopulated by collisions). The main findings are:
• The last levels toward which the decay is stimulated should be the ones that spontaneously decay the fastest (n 3 γ 3 maximum), so ideally the n = 2 level.
• The final rate will be limited by the slowest rate in the cascade: so either the srr step with rate n 1 γ 1 or the stimulated deexcitation one with rate n 3 γ 2 .
• The most efficient case is when all rates are equal n 3 γ 2 = n 1 γ 1 .
• The maximum possible association rate is simply given by the full transfer between non-degenerate level population N 1 toward the last level (so N 3 = N 1 ) that decays so Γ a max = n 3 γ 3 N 1 .
For a pure srr process without any extra stimulated laser, so with N 2 playing the role of the continuum N 1 , we would have found as a steady state Γ a = n 3 γ 3 N 3 = n 3 γ 3 N 1 1 1 + γ3 n2γ2 .
(A5)
That is Γ a = N 1 n 3 γ 3 n2γ2 n2γ2+γ3 which is exactly Eq. A2 with Γ d i = γ 3 and Γ pi i = n 2 γ 2 .
Cross sections for full k mixing
We can now specify the rate equations and notations for our specific case:
k ≥|m | k ≥|m | γ n k m →n k m −q , where γ n k m →n k m = 2Ie 2 h 2 0cΓL n k m |r (q) |n k m 2 is the stimulated rate toward the m = m − q state due to a resonant laser of intensity I and FWHM linewidth of Γ L . Thanks to the unitary transformation to go from the k basis to the l one, induced by the diamagnetic term, the sum can also be written as γ 2 = 1 n 3 n 2 l ≥|m | l ≥|m | γ n l m →n l m −q with γ n l m →n l m = 2Ie 2 h 2 0cΓL n l m |r (q) |n l m 2 that we calculate using standard radial overlap formulae [19] . κ 2 (1+n 2 κ 2 ) 3 ≈ 6.96 × 10 −42 m 2 n 3 κ 2 (1+n 2 κ 2 ) 3 [71] and in a fully mixed k level environment. We give results for 10 K (circular markers), 100 K (square markers) and 1000 K (triangular markers). For a narrowband laser the link with the srr rate is given by Γ srr j→i = n e + I νm σ srr j→i f (v) (with hν − Ry/n 2 = 1 2 mv 2 ).
Similarly, the spontaneous emission rate from a (collisionally reshuffled level of the (n , m ) manifold) is given by γ 3 = Γ spon n m = 1 n 3 l ≥|m | n l ≥|m | Γ spon n l m →n l m .
We find a very good approximation Γ d m = Γ spon n m corresponding to a lifetime of 1 Γ d m ∼ 1 µs × (n /10) 4 |m |.
(A6)
The approximations are valid within 10% for |m | > 0, whereas, for m = 0, the fit becomes 1 µs × (n /10 + 0.04) 4 .
Srr and photoionization rates
Finally, the reshuffled photoionization rates are also equal and will be noted
n l m →El +1m +q + Γ pi n l m →El −1m +q .
For a narrowband laser (meaning with a spectral bandwidth much smaller than the continuum one of k B T ), we can calculate Γ pi i→j = I hν σ pi i→j . Calculations can thus be performed using the known photoionization cross sections, that are in a field free environment [19] σ pi n l m →Elm = 2π 2 νe 2 ε0c | Elm|r|n l m | 2 .
Using the Milne's relations we can calculate the cross sections toward all levels with a given m quantum number. The results for unpolarized light are given in Fig. 11a  and 11b .
The first important result is that the srr process forms low angular momentum states because only small values of l (or m ) contribute to the cross sections [72, 73] . A second important point is that the sum of the cross sections over the n 2 (l , m ) states within the manifold n is very close to the Kramer's approximation. In other words, the sum in Fig. 11 is close to 1 which is thus a quite accurate formula, especially for low energy and high n states [44, 74] (errors have been called Gaunt factors [75] ). Using the fact that κ n in our case, we find a very useful approximation σ srr,Kramers E=κ 2 Ry→n ≈ 6.96 × 10 −42 m 2 n 3 κ 2 . This leads to The n 5 dependence originates from the n 2 degeneracy and the n 3 dependence of the dipole transition strength in field free. This simple expression can be combined with (almost triangular shape) results in Fig. 11 to provide very simple estimations: σ srr σ srr,Kramers
This formula is valid for |m | ≤ m max = 3n 0.7 /2 whereas σ srr is almost zero elsewhere.
